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Wednesday, October 8, 1969

Proposals Might Change

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Page 8

I

Campus Briefs
Cultur~l

Talk

Dr. John Aragon, director of
the Minority Group Cultural
Awareness Center, will speak on
"Cultural Conflict and Traditional
Curriculum" at a Student
Education Association meeting
Wednesday, Oct, 8 at 7 p.m. in
room 250A of the Union.

Ecology Studies
The Organization for Tropi~al
Studies (OTS) has announced Its
1970 schedule of courses for U.S.
and Latin American graduate
students.
An organization of 25
universities and research
institutions, OTS offers studie~ in
areas unique to the tropical
regions · of the earth, and
emphasizes environmental and
ecological aspects. Most of the
work is done in Costa Rica and
Guatemala with some studies
spread to ~1 parts of Cent!al and
South America and the Car1bb~an.
The three terms and deadbnes
for application are: Winter, Feb.
1-Mar. 31, application by Nov. 15,
1969; Spring, Apr. 15 • June 15,
application by Dec. 15, 1969;
Summer, July 1 · Aug. 31,
application by Feb. 15, 1970.
The faculty is chosen from

Papers presented. by
outstanding scientists at
participants,
Giesler added, Will be
universities throughout the world,
distributed
to attendees.
and graduate students a_r~ select~d
Registration
fee
is $20, and
01~1 a national competitiVe basis.
luncheon
fees
are
$2
each.
Those chosen will have most of
their expenses paid by the OTS.
Interested graduate students and 1111111\llllllllllllllllllillll\llllllll\lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll\
faculty members should write for
further information to the North
American Office, Organization for
Tropical Studies, P.O. Box 8092,
University of Miami, Coral Gables, 1\1\lllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllll\llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Wednesday, October 8
Florida, 33124.
Student Education ,Associati?'.' Meeting;

· Colling U

Procurers
A southwest conference on
federal, state and local buying
procedures has been scheduled at
UNM Oct. 10 and 11. Sessions
will be held in the Union theatre.
This conference, said John D.
Giesler of the UNM Division of
Continuing Education, is the .first
in its field. "A need has exiSt~d
for some time to present a conctse
review emphasizing similarities
and differences in the field of
federal, state, and local
procurement. At the request of
Gov. David Cargo, this conference
has been scheduled."

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ( $1.40) per time run. U nd is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes tbe rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.
TER:Mfl: Payment must be made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
Cl8S8ified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
169, afternoons preferably or mail.

LOST & FOUND

WALLET. Student ID 685-18-6284. $25
reward-No questions asl<ed. Call 2991637.
PURSE LOST. Keep money. No questions. ID# 685-48-1378. 242·8865 or
242-8870. 10/10
LOST: Wedding rings. Please return. R<>ward. No questions. 201 Wyoming Blvd.
SE #94 or Lobo Office. 10/14
LOST: Black & white kitten; 8 weeks old;
long hair; in Harvard-Silver area; call
242-1567 or 277-4202 after 6 pm.

L

268-4589
Coklr Available

~-·
231D·, 8
.n.uum

P·';;clta Sigma. Psi; Unio~, Room 230; 8
p.m.
·u-- U mon.
·
Student Organizing Commt~.oP.t;X;
Room 230C; 8 p.m.
Wednesday Night Dance; Union ball·
room: 8 p.m.

Pizza Slices 15¢

All Types Moving &: Sto;age
Moving Is our Only Busmess
For Free Estimates

Part-time activity fees will be
levied against both graduate and .
undergraduates not taking a full
12-hour class load. The fee will be
"one-twelfth of the full activity
fee for each class hour," according
to the proposed amendment.
Any student who pays the full
or part-time activity fees· will be a
member of ASUNM.
Hours in residence requirements
for ASUNM president and
vice-president were reworded to
allow graduate students who have
earned a minimum of 21 credit
hours within three semesters to
run for president. Graduate
students who have earned a
minimum of 15 credit hours in
two consecutive semesters work
may run for vice president.
"To encourage participation in
student governmf:lu• by gl'aduate .

students," Senate proposed
temporary enlargement of
membership to include four
graduate students' for the 1970
spring term. The four graduate
students will be elected at-large by
the gl'aduate student body in a
special election.
In opposing the bill, Senator
Frank Lihn said it is unwise to
"guarantee seats to any special
interest group," and asserted
graduate students had not tak~
advantage "that always e:x:isted"
for graduate students to run for
Senate.
Senator Donna Fossum said due
to the 12 hour requirements,
"many active graduate students
were not eligible for ASUNM
membership," and thus could not
run for office.

NE\N
IVIEXICD

Every Wed. 5-6 PM

Global Van Lines Agent
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Central At University

Call 255-6364

Smith Discredits
soc Information
Regarding 1-terrera
he was still assigned to the Health
Service.
In the memo, Adler &ull when
Administrative Vice President
Sherman Smith said yesterday he realized Herrera was running
that information in a leaflet out of paid sick leave and annual
distributl;\d by the Student leave, he asked another Physical
Organizing Committee (SOC) Plant worker to stop at Herrera's
concerning a former employee of home to request his attendance at
the Physical Plant is "largely a meeting, Herrera agreed to the
meeting. He was informed that his
fabricated."
The SOC leaflet said Jose leave was almost up.
Smith said Herrera has now
Herrera was employed at UNM as
exhausted
his sick leave benefits.
a laborer, truck driver, assistant
mechanic, and roofer. He w:as
Welfare Help
injured while on the job in
A representative from the New
December, 1967,
Smith said Herrera has worked Mexico Rehabilitation Center is
at UNM only as a custodian.
currently trying to arrange
temporary welfare until Herrera
Report Filed
can return to his job, said the
The leaflet also said Herrera memo,
The memo also said the Physical
returned to his job after the
injury, and an accident report was Plant is carrying Herrera on
filed. Nine months after the personal leave of absence, and "all
injury, Herrera was transferred to benefits available to him under
a job "requiring much· heavier that status are still in effect."
Smith said at the time of
strain on his injured foot," said
Herrera's injury, UNM was not
the SOC leaflet.
A doctor suggested that Herrera under the workman's
do only light work, and Herrera compensation progl'am. Smith
requested a lighter job, said the said after 15 years with the
University, if a worker is disabled,
pamphlet.
"His request tor transfer was he can now apply for educational
denied. In effect," said the SOC employees retirement benefits.
leaflet, "the denial was simple:
Tells Story
either work at a job that was
At a mlly on the mall at noon
physically painful and injurious,
yesterday,
Herrera told· his story
or don't work at all. That
with
the
aid
of a translator, David
constituted firing, since Herrera,
Arguello.
.
on doctor's advice, was unable to
Arguello said Herrera has
sustain the heavier work, due to . received
no compensation for his
an injury suffered while working injury, Smith
said Herrera has
at another UNM job."
never filed a claim for
No Heavy Work compensation, and "there is
literally nothing the University
Smith said Herrera was not can do for him."
required to do heavy work. In a
"We can't legally pay him
memo from H.S. Adler to anything. There is a law in the
Lawrence Yehle, director of state that says you can't pay a
non·academic personnel, Adler man for work he doesn't do," said
said
"When Mr. Herrera Smith.
complained that he was not able
Appeal to Agencies
to keep up with the work load in
Arguello said 'the Physical Plant
his normal assigned area because
he had to walk to several workers have appealed to state
buildings, he was . transferred to and federal agencies, as well as the.
the Student Health Service University faculty and
building, because of the fact that administration for support for
their charges of discrimination in
this building had an elevator."
The memo, dated Oct. B, 1969, the plant. Arguello said some of
said the transfer to the Health the agencies have promised help,
Service building saved ·Herrera but nQ help has been forthcoming.
from having to climb stairs and He said the Physical Plant workers
walk between buildings. When are now appealing to the students
Herrera left his job in June, 1969, as a last resort,
By SARAH LAIDLAW
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MondaY, October 20
EDGERTON, GERMESHAUSEN &
GRIER INC. EG&G-EE (BS, MS, PhD)
TExAS EASTMAN ::oMPANY, DlVI·
SION OF EASTMAN KODAK CO-CbE,
ME (BS, MSl, Chem. (MS, PhD)
ARMY SPECIAL SERVICES, DEPT.
OF THE ARMY-Liberal Arts, (BA),
Fine Arta (BA, MA)

MAIL CARRIERS: Appl!i:ants must be
neat physically able and wiJUng to walkt
designated full and half routes and mua
furnish automobile. Contact .Jndepc;n·
dent Postal SY1!tems or Amer1~a, 2•2•
2886 730 Haines, NW for aPJloJntment.
women and students welc!omed. 10/1;•.

ll"s .'fV" -~entals

u n1on,
··

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE

Friday, October 17
GULF OIL CORPORATION-Aect.g.,
Bus. Admin. with Acctg. Minor, Geology,
Geo-Physics GeoL Engin., ChE, ME (BS,
MSl CE, Pet. E (BSl
NTER CHINA
NAVAL WEAPONS CE
,
LAKE CALIF.-EE, ME, AE (BS,MS,
PhD),'PhY1!iCS, (BS, MS,INEPhDE)RING LA"
NAVAL CIVIL ENG
,..
ORATORY, PORT HUENEME, CALlF.
-EE CE ME (BS, MS, PhD)
CHEVRON OIL COMPANY, WESTERN
DIV .-Bus. Admin., ChE, Me, CBS, MS),
CE, EE, (BS, MS)

· EMPLOYMENT

Free Pick Up And Service ,
No Depooit
Lower Monthlv Rate

p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi;·

Flecker

10¢ BEER

STEEL CORPORA·
TION..,-Math, PhY11ics, Chem., Acct., ~c;"E·
Bus., Ind. Admin. ChE, CE, EE, "'
(BS, MSl

STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM $/~9.
Record changer, speaker system, ant xm
stereo tuner (18 watts), input jaclm for
tape-earphones. Phone 265-4586 or come
by evenings to 913 A Girard SE. 10/14

·

p.m.
DRmes Club; Union, Room 2 50C; D'JBCUS·
sian of birth control: 7 :30 P·;>'·
:Mountaineering Club; Umon, Room
231E; 7 :30 p.m.
Phi Mu; Union, Room 263; 7:30 p.m.
Sandia Grotto: Union, Room 250D; 7:30

Constitutional amendments that
change the student activity fee
structure, and temporarily
enlarges Senate membership to
accomodate four graduate
students were proposed by Senate
last night.
Also in regard to graduate
students, the Senate proposed
amendments that define the
requirements under which
graduate students may run for
ASUNM office., and creates a
graduate advisory council.
- The measures were passed as
l "emergency" proposals and will
be put to referendum vc;>te within
two weeks. A poll of graduate and
David Flecker, president of undergraduate students' opinion
Hillel, the Jewish student on the amendment will be taken
organization, requested Senate to at the same time as the voting and
''censure" The Lobo for will be forwarded to the Regents
publication of what he termed and faculty.
"anti-Semitic material."

. .•., J

OKIE'S

~NY~EW~JrATES

FORSALE

"RENT
-A-TV
$1.00 a dny

R

man on the sidewalk; hoy.r many
times must I ignore what 1s wro;:tg
on this earth'," she s:ud.
"Antigone wants to ~e totally .an
individual, and th~t s ~omethm~
you just can't be m th1s world.
Miss Thomas has played in
summer stock the last two
summers in Maryland at the
Garret County Playhouse, owned
by Gene yell, acting chairman of
the drama department,
"We did eight shows in eig~t
weeks," said Miss Thoma~. While
performing one show at mght the
actors would be preparing the
ne:x:t show during the day.
"It was an intense experience,
a chance to meet people from
New York and Broadway, and to
work with equity actors. You
work like mad, but it's worth it."

Thursdny, October 16
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY, CON·
OCO-Bus. Admin, Stat., Math., Computer
Sci & Engineering for Central Computer
Dept., ChE, Pet. Ref. E_ngin. for ~"!'cess
Engineering Dept.. Busmess .Admtntstro.·
tion (BBA, MEA) for Cont.nentel P1pe
Line
•L, AU•
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWE...
TONETICS DIV.-EE, Physics,. (BS, MtbS,
PhD) ME (MS, PhDl Applied Ma
(MSl
LOS ANGELES, SPACE &
ROCKETDYNE DIV.-ME, EE (BS,

BASSET HOUND Pnppies: For friend·
ship, but of show or breeding quality.
298-8148 or 11601 Rosemont NE.
200 USED TV's, all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 265·6987. 10/23
MINI-CORVETTE: Opel GT-1900 miles, 4
sJ>d disc brakes, 102 bp. Contact Steve
smlaugh. 296-6893. WID consider older
car in trade. 10/9
1966 Sprite ERG, exceUent cond., best of·
fer. 1917 Gold, SE, Jeff, 242-0857. 10/13
ACOUSTIC GUITAR and case in e><cellent
condition with spare strings. $90 •. Call
Bob, 277-4471. 10/18
MAY WE help you 7 Renting-l!ellingllsting. Residential properties. Walter
Duke Realty. 4704 Lomas NE. 268-3932.
10/28
MUS'I' SELL new %. size Simmons bed,
complete. Call 277-4027. 10/10
THREE FREE kittena for pets not for
novelti~; i:t you have: homes and Jove
to give them cate, call 242·8539. 10/10
1966 TRIUMPH. SPITFIRE-l.tood . condi·
tion · fair Interior; 30.000 miles; ec:onom..ica!.' Call 256-1177 evenings. $900. 10/14

~

.

Student Health Service; Umon, oom
139W; 6 :SO p.m.
Med Teeh Club; Union, ROOm 231B; 7

Sheridan Thomas, a junior
majoring in drama, will play the
lead role in "Antigone," Rodey
Theater's first production of the
semester.
Miss Thomas was seen last year
as Ruth in ''Wonderful Town,"'
"Ruth was sarcastic and bitchy,
and Antigone is an ingenue part.
It's much easier to play a bitch,"
she said.
"Antigone is more of an idea
than a real character - the idea of
the right. to say no to tyranny.
Everyone has his own idea of
what tyranny is, draft evaders
have one kind," said Miss Thomas.
''Wherever society pushes too far,
you're going to have people. who
will say no, and suf~er f?r. 1t. I;:t
the drama "Antigone ' this I? ea. Is
ma de into a yount,, desirable
character, the heroine, sh e sru"d •
Miss Thomas described
Antigone as a young girl in lo':e,
and alive who doesn't want to d1e,
but makes her decision.
"Antigone says, 'How many lies
will I have to tell; how many
times must I turn my eyes from a

Activity Fees Structure

Wednesday, October 15
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION
-{)hE, ME, EE, CE, Math., Physics,
TRIO COM
Chem.,(BS, MS)"
FEDERAL PACIFIC ELEC
•
PANY-ME, EE
u.s. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, OF.
FICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERALBBA In Acctg. for Auditor positions, Law,
Gen. Bus., Acctg. for Special Agente

69 MIRAGE are now on liale for $5-rm.
20~, J oumalism BJdig.
HELP l Two UNM students renting house,
need roomers I $40 mo. 296-4056, 298·
9342 after 6:30pm. 10/13
THUNDERDffiD t a k I n g contn"butions:
drawings, lithography, paintings and
sculpture. Room 158, Journalism Bldg.
For large piec.es leave natne and num•
ber, we will contact: you.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for two
bedroom llpartment near UNM. Call 2650764. 10/14
DO YOU dance? U not, Haley's D(Ulce
Studio offers rates to university per·
sonnel and students. Instruetion in cha.cha, swing. discoteque, foxtrot. etc. 299 ..
7671. 10/14

6)

6~~~

Reerultern representing the following
companies or agencies will visit ~he ?enter
to interview candidates for posittona •
llliiiii\IIUIII\111111\IUIII\IIIIIIiiiUII\IIIIlli\IIUIIII\iiiHII\IIIIIIIIIIIIIUII\I\IIIIIIIIII\IIIIIIII\Illll

DEADLINE for inserting classified 4:00
p.m.-wm go in next day's Lobo.

5)

$4, $2.60.
250C " ·SO
Dames Club; Union, Room
.; •·
p.m.; Mrs. Paul Abnunm speaking on
Birth Control.
ICAP; Union, Room 21'i0Ci 8 a.m.
ISRAD: Union, Room 2~1B; 8:30 a.m:
AWS Judicial Board; Umon, Room 230,

Recruiting U

PERSONALS

2)

i•Cultutal Conflict and Trad1t1onal ~ur
rieulum/' by Dr. John Aragon; Umon,
Room 250-A; 7 p.m.
Student Senate Union, Desert Ro[)m,
7:30 p.m.
Friday, October 10
.
Sigma Phi Epsilon Dance, MusiC by
The Yellow Briel< Road; Union Ballroom;
8 p.m.; 75 cente.
H ad
Junior League of Albuquerque--: e Jines 1969; Popejoy Hall; 8:15 p.m.; $10,

1111111111111\lllllllllliiiiiiiiii\IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII\111\IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII\IIIUI\111

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

1)

U NM Drama Major
Heads 'Antigone' Cast

TuesdaY, October 21
GENERAL DYNAMIC3-EE, ME, (BS,
MS, PhD), Math., PhY11ics. CE (MS.PPhANYD)
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COM
-EE, ME, CE. IE (BS, MS)
TEXAS WATER RIGHTS COMMISSION
-CE.~. Gen. Engineering .<Bs. MS). NY
CITIES SERVICE OIL COMPA
CE, EE, ME, ChE (BS, MS)
Monday, October 27
PPG, INDUSTRIEs-chE, EE, ME,
Math., Chem, AcctR'.
•
MOTOROLA INC., GOVERNMENT EuECTRONICS DIV.-EEl (BS, MS) • COSEI}l-'1•
ACCOUNTING-Aectll. (BBA),
m •
CONDUCTOR PRODUCTS DIV.-EE,
Physics, ChE, Metallurgist CBS,, MS) hfEor
Training Program, EE. Phys1cs, C .•
Metallurgy, Chem, (BS, MS, PhD) for d1·
reet placement
~"
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMu.u·
STRATION-EE, ME, CE (BS), Acct.,
:Mgt. (BBA)
TuesdaY, October 28
.
PPG INDUSTRIEs-chE, EE, ME,

M'S~.A~ri:rRtc6¥f: CO. OF CALIFORNIA
-ChE, EE, ME (BS, MS)
HEWLETT PACKARD-EE, ME, Com·
puter Sci., Physics; Math.,, Gen. Engln
(BS MSl EE, Computer Sc1ence. (PhD)L
ANCHORAGE BOROUGH SCHOO
DISTRICT, ANCHORAGE, ALASKAKindergarten thru Grade 12
tJ

·f~reign

Car
Specialists

l

w(J..id
r-.u;.

-to

~t'E$5 • '' (;.1'-<..\C~!>~iO

\ $"

Repair & Maintenance
•

On All Foreign Cars

Over 100 yr.r. Combined
Experience

$1\Jor

·~···· ~oloff

?::. L I?

s~

oo_u-..

@>l?x,-y_ :! 0 1 t) J\1('10 •

Free Estimates

265-5901

- .......

-

•.ui·c<S

~:~.-\.ro..t~,,...,.,,_..,

,,.,..~~'?

Jose Herrera, left, told the story of his injury while working for the
UNM Physical Plant. At the right is D11vid Arguello, a member of UMAS
who translated for Herrera.

Herrera-Arguello

Moratorium Committee Announces Plans

Group

Baicks Anti-War March

'UNM's Vietnam Moratorium
Coordinating Committee
yesterday announced its support
for an anti-war march through
downtown Albuquerque on Oct.
15, and released a list of activities
planned for the Moratorium Day
on the UNM campus.
Bill Pickens, co-<!hairman of the
UNM committee, said the
committee would do everything it
could to make the march a
success, Pickens later released a
statement of endorsement which
said,
Endorsement
"The Vietnam Moratorium
Committee of UNM endorses the
planned march through
Albuquerque on Oct. 15.
"We feel that support of this
march is an effective means of
displaying the campus-community;
solidarity which is an important
part of the national Momtorium
effort.
"In addition to our own
activities, we will support and if
possible assist any effort to focus
attention on American foreign
policy if this effort is to be
conducted in a constructive,
responsible manner."

Pickens also said the committee
would alter its activity schedule to
accomodate a SOC rally on the
Union Mall shortly before the
march. The march is scheduled to
begin from the parking lot of the
Civic Auditorium at noon and end
with a rally at Robinson Park at
8th and Central.
Permits Granted
The march committee has
secured a permit for the march
from the Albuquerque Police
Department and has been. granted
a permit to use Robinson Park for
the rally.
Activities scheduled for the
UNM campus on Oct. 15 include a
panel discussion on "Practical
·Ways of Ending the War",
tentatively scheduled for 10:30
a.m.; a panel discussion entitled
"History of Involvement," 11:30
a.m.; a panel discussion entitled
"Impact of the War on the Youth
of America," 2:30 p.m.; and a
panel entitled "The
Constitutionality of the Draft,"
3:30p.m.
All panel discussions will be
held in the Union Ballroom,
A movie entitled "The Face of

War" will be shown in the Union
Theater continuously from 10
a.m. to 7 p.m. Admission to the
movie is ten cents.
Petition Booth
Concessions, including
armbands and bumper stickers,
will be sold on the Union Mall all
day for five cents each. A petition
booth will also be open all day on
the Union Mall. Pickens said the
petitions will be sent to New
Mexico Congl'essmen and to il;he
Nixon Administration.
Evening activities include a
pantomime on the mall at 5
followed by a reading of the
names of New Me:x:ico servicemen
killed in the Vietnam War, an
inter-religious service . conducted
by the campus ministry, and a
candlelight march around campus,
A major speaker, as yet
undetermined, will end
Moratorium Day activities on
Wednesday night.
Any persons interested in
helping with Moratorium Day
activities or• desiring information
on the Moratorium should contact
Pickens in the Moratorium
Committee office, Rm. 215 in the
Union, extension 5933.

NEW
.~c>M

EX lCD
WAYNE CIDDIO
Editor

LOBO
GRANT HARVEY
Managing Editor

The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Univer•
sity year by the Board of Student Pub·
lications of the Associated Student. of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsignecl opinion is that
of the ~ditarial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versity of New Mexico.

Thursday, October 9,1969

The Tangled Wire;
A Biased Analysis

By KEN MARLOWE
The induction station in Manhattan has been bombed, An
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
anonymous letter to UPI: "Tonight we bombed the Whitehall
Editorial Phone (505) 277·-4102, 277-4202
Induction Center.
.
"This action was in support of the· NLF (presumably in
Vietnam), legalized marijuana, lc;:>Ve, C?uba, legaliz~d abortion
Thursday, October 9, 1969
Vol. 73, No. 20
and all the American Revolutionanes and G .I. s who are
winning the war against the Pentagon.
"Nixon, surrender now!"
19-year-old goateed Marc Frantz, Temple University's
42-34-42 Homecoming Queen contestant: "Sexual
discrimination is unconstitutional. This is a small step for
subjected him to a physical examination, an man and large leap for masculinity."
We are rapidly growing weary of apparent necessity for receiving
Police Practice
a,ttemp ting to determine what is fact and
benefits.
Chicago Eight Judge Hoffman: "It has been the police
'"'what is fabrication in Physical Plant related compensation
What is strange here is that Herrera, who
grievances.
speaks very little English, apparently practice for years to observe the conduct of persons in
For the second time within two weeks, we thought he had completed requirements for public. There's no reason why surveillance becomes illegal
are confronted with the task of listening to receiving compensation by filing an accident merely because it's conducted 24 hours a day."
two completely different stories, one from report and taking that report, along with his
Navv: "Most of the remaining 271 U.S. patrol boats will
Physical Plant employees and another from medical bills, to the section of the Physical be ~ed over to the South Vietnamese by next summer,
Physical Plant management, and trying to Plant that deals with employees' medical freeing their American crews for reassignment in Vietnam."
The liberal lawYers purged from the Justice Department
determine the truth.
The latest issue is the case of Jose Herrera, insurance.
have offered free legal help in enforcing school integration.
It is obvious from the minutes of the
a former custodian who the United
Haynsworth's $3000 piece of a vending company grew to
Mexican-American Students (UMAS) say meeting that Herrera was not fully aware of $450,000 while he was on the bench. That ain't nickels and
was injured on the job, terminated when his what procedures he was expected to follow. dimes, brothers. Hollings: "He has not yet had his day in
physical condition prohibited him from His refusal to sign a statement subjecting court.'' He's had several profitable years.
working any longer, and consequently left him to a physical was apparently the result
Meat prices have gone up thirteen percent this year, partly
without a job and without any type of of his uncertainty about what he was because of "apparently classified" Presidential limitations on
compensation from the University.
signing.
·
imports.
Physical Plant management says Herrera is
It seems that UMAS could enhance its
Groovy- No Doubt
n.ot legally entitled to compensation because
effectiveness and prove itself far more useful
A narwhal's tusk is always twisted in a left-hand spiral.
he failed to file a claim for compensation
to Physical Plant employees if it made its
A black-jacketed, long-haired "undercover agent" was a
benefits. Herrera has long since exhausted
members available to help in filing claims, bodyguard for members of the Chicago Eight. Defense: "We
his sick leave pay.
completing accident reports, and generally have certain information on the mental capacities of this
From what we could gather from the
interpreting the complex forms which are witness which we feel should be brought out." But objections
confusing transcript of a meeting where
such a big part of administration.
to the questions were sustained.
Herrt~ra described his injuries, his visits to
A ·rally after the fact brings public
The morning after pill is a reality. And the next morning,
doctors, and his subsequent· attempts to
attention to the issue, but it certainly does and the next, and the next, and the next.
receive compensation, it seems Herrera
not feed a jobless man and his family.
Senate was opposers: The U.S. is trying to "prop up a
refused to sign a statment which would have
corrupt dictatorship" in Vietnam. We're doing the same in
Laos, Cambodia, Mississippi, Korea, Guatemala, Peru,
Taiwan, Argentina, Venezuela, Greece, Brazil, Paraguay,
Turkey, Chile, Saudi Arabia, Uruguay, Iraq, and Chicago:
Why pick on Thieu?
Late Action
The barricades are coming down in Belfast.
Happy Anniversary
Bema is unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion.
The second anniversary of Che Guevara's assassination by
<
the CIA was marked by the hijacking of two airliners to
the people who own and operate transport and gunships, and crop
killing
will
still
be
an
American
By ROGER Y. ANDERSON
Cuba.
the huge, modern, multinational
operation that can probably
Senator Gaylord Nelson, D-Wis: "A survey found DDT in
The UNM Regents have corporations.
prevent a political settlement
of 590 samples of fish taken from 45 rivers and lakes
584
officially sanctioned the Oct. 15
Inasmuch as these are the indefinitely.
Moratorium and this has people who have the power to
But this is better than nothing across the United States."
dramatized how far the anti-way start and stop war, if we want the so we must continue the almost
Riots in. Montreal, Canada (Police and firemen struck for
movement has come in the past war stopped, we must ask meaningless protest. The wage increases), Caracas, Venezuela (Police allegedly shot and
few years. The first action against ourselves what it is that would alternative is to sit back and enjoy killed a popular doctor), Chicago, Illinois (First Line of
the war at UNM came four years make them change their minds the war and accept the
ago as five students and three and see the war as a disadvantage. brutalization that is part of being Defense arrested 132 juveniles), Las Vegas, Nevada (Which
faculty members held a 24-hour The argument that the war is a citizen in a land that. like South also was shaken by yesterday's bomb).
silent vigil outside of the north costing too much in lives and Vietnam, is run by international
Taiwan's Army outnumbers college students five to one.

of open parking which would h
gone into effect next roo th ave
k'll
d yesterday by the Campus
n was
I e
Planning Committee.
The action not to conduct the
e:x;periment came on a 6·4 vote
With one abstention, The vote
ovferthturned an. Aug. 6 5·4 decision
o
e committee to conduct an
open parking experiment in
November and December,
The committee, however,
follow~d their vote to scrap the
exi?epment by a unanimous
deciSIOn to establish a committee
.
to St u dy a pay park mg system.
The pay parking proposal, if
approved, would not go into
effect before the fall semeste
next year.
r

Editot•ial

A Need For Practical Aid

Bema

I

door of the Union. A crowd of money is meaningless. It is valid businessmen.
about 200·300 hostile students for Mr. and Mrs. Middle America,
'Better Cool The Rough Stuff, Jackie -That One Was Just A Birdwatcher!'
surrounded and pressed in on the but for the corporation and
small circle of eight protestors. bureaucratic elite it just ain't so.
There was pushing and shoving of The longer the war continues, and
protestors and some blows given. the more that is spent, the more
Campus police hastily erected money that is made from the
..,.
barricades to keep the crowd enterprise. If inflation sets in, this
"' ,-can be used as an excuse to
'ftway.
I}
r;-,
Today, eight vigilers would go double interest rates and greatly
increase
profits.
That
300,000
~
:.J
'
unnoticed and I mentioned the
have
been
killed
or
wounded
is
incident only to show that the
long four-year educational not a valid argument because
campaign against the war has been these people have set up a corrupt
system that exempts their
very successful. In spite of draft
own
sons from the per.sonal
government propaganda and a
consequences
of war.
voluntarily controlled press, the
great majority of Americans now
Withdrawal, on the other hand,
hate the war and want to get out. is a serious threat. The
But it doesn't happen. The real multinational corporations of the
question for moratorium decision makers have enormous
discussions to consider is not investments in Vietnam and
whether we should withdraw Southeast Asia.
but rather, why can't we
How then can we stop the war
withdraw if that is the will of the short of overthrowing the present
people?
corporate system? It doesn't look
In today's world, the decision helpful. The "Watts riot" and
to start and stop war is obviously other ghetto uprisings came the
not detlirmined by public opinion. closest to threatening corporate
EVen the weak .constitutional interests to the e:x:tent the war
safeguard that only Congress can became less desirable. But this
declare war is defunct. These type of thing is spontaneous and
decisions are made elsewhere. unlikely to continue for long.
Sarah Laidlaw
NEWS EDITOR
'fhey are made where the power
Massive demonstrations against
Don Burge
CAMPUS EDITOR
lies .. They are made by the people the war and the instability that is
who put up the money ·to get likely to follow might possibly
Stephen Part
REV'IEW EDITOR
congressional and presidential make it desirable to sE!ek a period
Charles Wood
SPORTS EDITOR
candidates in both parties of calm and stability. If this
Sandy Schauer, Sue Harvey
COPY EDITORS
nominated. They are made by happE!ns, the self interest of the
people who move in and out of RE!publican bureaucratic team
Casey Church, Carolyn Babb, Charles Andrews, Robert Hlady,
STAFF WRITERS
the Pentagon; the same people might be able to put on enough
Clark Jermain, Lin Morgan, Barbara Morgan, Bob Whittaker,
· who made the CIA into a pressure to withdraw ground··
Simon Ortiz, Jean McAndrews
powerful international control forces in the· interest of their own
agency and by those who have the re-election. Even then, the rMIIy
MORNING EDITORS
Karla Kelley, Jean Lindsey, Judy lindsey
biggest stake in foreign policy and damaging operations - napalming
PHOTOGRAPHER
Chester Painter, Tony Louderbough
military control of foreign air strikes on troops and villages,
countries. Through a system of · B·52 bombings, he.icopter troop
interlocking directorates, these are

'
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No Relief
Prior to the vote on the
experiment, Sherman Smith
adll?'inistrative vice president and
chairman of the committee said
the proposal "would not pr'ovide
any real relief" to the student
Pa[,king problems on campus.
But even the announcement of
this experiment has brought the
problem to the attention of the
faculty. The problem is now
becoming acute and something
must be done," Smith said.
It was Smith who introduced
the pay parking proposal although
he added "the University can't go
to pay parking unless the situation
is such that it is absolutely
necessary. But something has to
be done about the situation. Let's
face it, until the day comes when ·
there are individual parking places
(for all faculty members) no one
will be satisfied."
Earlier, Smith read the
committee several letters from
faculty members protesting the
decision to conduct the
experiment.
Insult
Vice President for Academic
Affairs Chester Travelstead who
originally voted for' the
experiment but voted against it
yesterday, agreed with Smith that
an open parking experiment
"won't really solve anything."

stu~ent.s.

!~:ng ;~.~ssenced
~~

o:m~ft~~

(s~ude~ts)

~ei??er

solution. I thmk the committee
would be playing games with itself
it it c h ange d I· t s d eCisiOn
··
no;-v.,. ·due to .faculty popular
opmion. There IS also a lot of
popular student opinion."
Pay Parking
The
t
t
bl
vo e
o esta ish a
committee to study a pay parking
proposal came after Smith asked
the committee "to take the
posit~on that beginning next fall
we w~ll charge for parking."
Smith added, "This question is
not technical · ·. techn"tea1 st u d'1es
do_n't have anything to do with it.

~tee

It is solely one of economics I
no possibility of this Un' ,
.
Y
fmding
any major solution!Verst
to the
parking problem or finding any
funding (with which to expand
present parking facilities) without
going to pay parking."
Und,ertthe pay parking proposal
some o s would be reserved for
faculty and staff members who
desire to pay for a reserved
parking space. The remaining Jots,
mostly around the periphery of
the campus, would be free. The
committee would also study the
feas1'b'l't
· up the south
1 1 yo f opemng
campus as a free parking area with

h
.
s ut.tle service to the main
campus,
Future campus expansion plans
11 f
h
ca or t e entire central campus

~~a~~~. da~~ee cl~~~ to:;!~~~~~~~

office says those plans will take
effect sometime in the ne:r;t
decade.

irE~~~~~~~~~~~~
Largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*Glitter
*Brushes
Discount Prices

ltm.U:ul
~ Wu
8 PLAZA HACIENDA, OLD TOWN

LANGELL'S

HAND CRAFTED EARRINGS
INDIA PRINTS

251 0 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

MANY GIFTS FROM MANY LANDS

doin tho fun at ouF

TijuanaTaco

Piast;a

"It will make the students very
reluctant to revert to thE! present
system. Their resentment then
(when the experiment is
completed in January) will be
even greater then than it is now "
Travelstead said. Earlier he h~d
said, "if we are going to deal with

6
This wookan«l

Spanish Etchings

Fl'i«la)l Noon
thi'OU~h Sunda}l Nif1ht

At Art Museum
Etchings by two of the best
known Spanish artists are
currently being shown in the
lower gallery of the UNM Art
Museum.
The exhibition, which lasts
through Oct. 26, includes 29
Goya etchings and five others by
Picasso.
Goya's etchings include his
entire series of "Proverbs," and
others from "Bullfights,"
"Caprices," and "Disasters of
War."

~MARVEhOUS

MEXIGAN FOOD
~MUSIC BY ZAPATJrS
STROhhiNG
MARIACHI BAND

FIESTA SPECIAh~A FREE TACO

!

STAFF

the students m a straight forward
and honest manner'' then the
·
committee
"
't " b must
t
r~co gmze
an
equ1 Y " e wee~ acuity. and
Otherwise, we Will be
'You
·r
• ~. e an secon c ass
CI ;t~~s Curry ASUNM pres•'dent
d T
H •
d
•
the
stu .e;t
e, sa: a ec!S!on
t~ cane?}. tl:le .~xpertment would
~od:n msult to the student
H ·
dd
"
otgdg ta efdf' We h(~tudents)
wan
e
o o (th
er somet
equitable
th mg moret
parking arrange:ent) e b ~ur.~et\
1 1
• u
does not work we thought it
w'?ul~ at least get some people
thmkmg about a better solution."
Curry said, "The experiment
will show 1) that we need a
change in parking and 2) that
open parking might be that

With the purchase of two or more food items
a II next week)

BREAETHE FIESTA PINATA
The traditional Fiesta Pinata
filled with candy and surprise gifts.

WIN A
MEXICAN FIESTA
PARTY FOR 25
TRADITION ...

S1Jm.4'Yn~
TUXEDO RENTAL

Coat and
Trousers

Complete

$6.5,0

$10

FIRST and GOLD .

Sign up any time during our
Fiesta Grande for a chance to
win a Mexican Fiesta party in your
own home with a mariachi band,
foodfrom •
Tijuana Taco and dean-up crew.

Outflt

247-4347

2308 EUBANK, N.E., ALBUQUERQUE

~~(;19.

(;

EACH

TACO
TOSTADA
FRIJOLES
CHILIBURGER

DRIVE-rHRU PICK-UP OR EAT IN OUR PATIO

TljuanaTaco
e

1830 LOMAS BLVD., ALBUQUERQUE

....
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Living Style Varies

Performs at Home Foo+ba/1 Games-

By WINIFRED PARKER

Scholarships

kopy korner

You Really
Rather
Have An •••

A nge blossom
\.:!.7'
,_,...,.., rl•••
butterfield
jewelers;-:~
• EASY CREDIT TERMS
• CONVENIENT PARKING

-~
~""?"
Opposite UNM Concert Hall

"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147

Marching Band

The UNM Marching Band
helped boost the spirits of both
the participants and spectators at
last week's UNM versus Kansas
University game.

'Mod' Version of'Ant:igone'
Will Be Offered at Rodey
Reservations are now available
for Jean Anouilh's "Antigone,"
playing Oct. 15-18 at Rodey
Theatre.
The play is a mod version of
"Antigone"- with the heroine in
purple bellbottoms, a narrator
who accompanies himself on a
folk guitar, and Creon's police
force in riot squad uniform. The
usual Greek columns are replaced
with a set entirely built of plastic.
In departing from the classic
treatment of the play, Director
Carolyn Sirkel, assistant professor
in the drama department, says
ucne of the tragic grandeur of
"Antigone" has been lost. "The

Elections Group
Announces Rules
For Homecoming
The Homecoming Elections
Committee Tuesday night
announced only the candidate's
picture and name will be allowed
on campaign posters this year. No
slogans, endorsements, or "vote
for me" advertisements will be
accepted.
There are 11 candidates
competing this year: Judy White,
Alpha Chi Omega; Jeanelle
Livingston, Chi Omega; Cheryl
Minces, Alpha Delta Pi; Norma
Edwards, Delta Gamma; Chris
Buckeye, Delta Delta Delta; Susan
Hulsbos, Kappa Alpha Theta;
Judy Luck, Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Michele Henson, Phi Mu; Carole
Loy, Pi Beta Phi; Sandy Odell,
Hokana Hall; and Libby Dodd,
Santa Ana Hall.

more I read it, the more it seemed
to underline the theme of youth
against the establishment. The
lines still apply."
The French playwright
Anouilh wrote his version of
"Antigone" during the war years.
For occupied France, Antigone's
refusal to accept Creon's "new
order," even at the price of death,
became a symbol of hope.
Mrs. Sirkel hastens to add her
production does not equate the
establishment with the
occupation. Anti-establishment
versus establishment is a universal
theme, applicable to any age.
"Antigone" is as pertinent in
1969 as it was in Sophocles' day,
she says.
Heading the Rodey Theatre
cast will be drama major Sheriden
Thomas as Antigone, with Jim
Sandiford as Creon. Scott Roth
will act the role of the Narrator,
with Cheryl Marchant as Ismene,
and Justine Kahn as the Nurse.
Also in the cast are: Chuck
Graham, Roger Calamaio, Frank
Mangano, Bill Countryman, Eddy
Gallegos, and Danielle Pressly,
Reservations may be made at
the Rodey Theatre box office
from 2:30 to 5:30 Monday
through Saturday. Curtain time is
13:15 p.m.

Appointments
The following people are
requested to attend the
Presidential Appointments
meeting today at 3 p.m. in the
Union: Cliff Cisco, Jim Maddox,
Frank Lucero, Tom Tabet, Cathy
Hudnall, Mary Hassley, and Ralph
Lewis.

Attention International
Students and Language
Groups!
You are invited to join the INTERNATIONAL STUDY GROUP.
This is a chance to meet with other International students for fel·
lowship, fun, and thought provoking classes. The International
Study Group meets at the Yout.h Center of the First Baptist
Church, 123 Broadway, SE on Sunday mornings at 9:30. For free
transportation call Mrs. W. B. Maxson, 255-9646; Mr. and Mrs.
Hollis Schulz, 255-0139; or the First Baptist Church, 247-3611.

.

-

Ken Balizer, Vietnam
moratorium march planner, met
with interested group
representatives yesterday to
finalize the anti-war march on
October 15. The march will end at
Robinson Park in a rally featuring
speakers and music.
The group also planp.ed the
pre-moratorium day distribution
of anti-Vietnam war leaflets to
several churches and all high
schools in Albuquerque. Leaflets
would encourage students to walk
out of classes on moratorium day
and attend the march, which will
start at the Civic Auditorium at
12 noon.
Music by a folk group is
tentatively planned to entertain
the marchers with anti-war songs.
The speakers at the rally will
include representatives from
Students for a Democratic
Society, Student Organizing
Committee, and United

Taken in 1938

FELLOWSHIP

The turreted Edwardian
mansion on one of this capital
city's principal boulevards which
houses the Centro do Estudios
Andinos of UNM has been
buzzing and humming for several
weeks now. Thirty-nine students
arrived Sept. 4, and after ten days
of acclimatization - during which
most of them spent twelve to
fourteen hours sleeping and
house-hunting, they have settled
into the routine of classes, library

assembles the list of quarters
available to the students and staff,
supervises the "housekeeping" of
the Center, and is in general the
liaison between Albuquerque and
Quito.

Need Glasses?
Prescriptions filled-Repair service
-Free Glasses AdjustmentComplete Assortment of Frames
Filled to Your Prescription
Prescription Sunglasses
24 !lOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

CASEY OPTICAL

.
!'~ext Door lo
c .....y's Rexall Drug Store
255-6329 ·
4312 ·Lomas NE

==:::=========:::===============~
OPEN 10 AM to 12 PM

exploration
work, and
occupy
their
semester. which will rThere are three styles of living
for the students, who range in age
from 18 to 35, and so far
everyone is happy with his
selection. Twelve of the students
have scattered over the city into
the homes of Ecuadorians, where
they are treated as members of
the family, another 20 have
moved into, pensions (boarding
houses) where they eat in a
commons that may have other
foreigners as well as Ecuadorians
and almost certainly has
businessmen and engineers as well
as students. And the married

LIVE A LITTLE

. Oairl.l

··Queen

AT

842-9270

•

.

btBZIIJI
2300 Central SE
(just across ftam Popejoy Hall)

Trend s~ Shop·
WINRDCK

NOB HILL

FASHIONS FOR YOUNG MEN

Relevant Today
In February 1938, a UNM
campus organization named the
American Student Union, voted a
boycott of Japanese goods. This
voiced opposition to the
"Japanese war machines, not the
Japanese people."
During the same month an
assembly poll was taken to
calculate student opinion on such
matters as compulsory ROTC and
military service involving fighting
outside U.S. borders.
Question 1 asked, "In case of
war would you fight outside the
borders of continental United
States?" 55.2 percent of the male
students polled said "No."
When asked if the United
States armed forces shmtld be
withdrawn from conflict areas
such as China, 7 4.2 percent voiced
a "Yes" opinion, and 63,6 percent
agreed with a proposed bill against
compulsory ROTC.
On the question o£ having an
annual student peace gathering on
April 22, men voted 78 to 21 in
favor of the proposal, while 70.4
percent favored other peace
action on the campus throughout
the year.
At the same time, UNM male
students were 76.1 percent . in
favor of keeping the U.S.
armament program at its then
current level.

Every Wed, 5-6 i>M

AND

Mexican-American Students
among others.
The procession will leave the
Civic Auditorium parking lot and
go south on Elm Street to Central
Avenue. From there it will turn
west and continue through
downtown Albuquerque · to the
rallying point at Robinson Park.

UStudent Poll

10¢ BEER
FUN

Dr. Thomas T. Castonguay, left,
chemical engineering department
chairman, and Dr. Charles T.
Grace, center, assistant dean of
engineering, are accepting $3000
student scholarships from Robert
W. Dunn, right.

Moratorium Backers
Finalize March Plans

OKIE'S

. RAY E. CRAMER, C:.L.U., Field Director, 230-G Truman NE. Telephone 265-5676

graduate students have brought
their wives and children and
rented apartments where they
cope with the problems of fuel,
laundry, and marketing on their
own.
The Center provides
information a bout available
quarters, but each student is free
to select his own quarters within
his own means. Boarding houses
run about $70, quarters with a
family will range from $60 to
$90, and apartments are about the
same as Albuquerque, from $80
to $200 a month.
Dr. Theodore A. Sackett is
director of the Centro de Estudios
Andinos this year, and is teaching
the course in Spanish literature.
His assistant director, Nelson
Davila, a native Ecuadorian who is
in residence throughout the year,

(Editor's Note: The following is
the first of a two part article on ·
student life this yea/ at the
Andean Center in Quito, Ecuador.
'!.'he au.thor is on leave this year
from her position as editor of
alumni publications at UNM.)

By SANDY SGHAUER
The UNM Marchini~ Band is a
"spirit organization" which
performs during the halftime of
every UNM home football game
said David Frazier, director of the
band.
Frazier said the band does not
travel to out·of·town games
because of the "money situation
but it would most definitely help
the team if the band were to go to
the out·of·town games."
The band has about 93

But

1n Quito

Homes. Pensions. Apartments House Students

'Marching Band Adds Spirit
members, ''half female and half high school band."
Frazier explained that one
male," who play a variety of semester of marching band can
instruments including flutes, take the place of one semester of
piccoloes, drums, trumpets, and physical education so that four
trombones, said Frazier.
fall semesters of marching band
Until this year anyone who was would cover the four semesters of
a music major had to be in the physical education needed to
band, Frazier said, but this year it
graduate.
isn't necessary.
With Drill Team
"Anyone who wants to be in
At the next two home football
the Marching Band can be," he games the band will be performing
said. "This year we have a few less with a drill team composed of
than usual. Most people are in the about thirty high school girls from
, band because they were in their the Suzanne School of Dance, said
I 4 4 4 9 I I 42
Frazier.
"We will have a special
•
program for the Homecoming
game with Arizona," said Frazier,
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
'·'but we haven't worked out its
special rates for dissertalions-requlred paper supplied free
exact details yet."
When the football-season ends
SIMMS-BUILDING other local!!'ns in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira.NE
the band splits into a concert
band and a pep band, Frazier said.
The Pep b~d plays at all home
YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER
basketball games "trying to help
with spirit," he added.
When asked about the recent
UNM win against Kansas
University Frazier said, "It always
helps to have a winning team. In
the band, you feel more like
W~uldn•t
performing for them when you
have a winning team."
Frazier added, "When a
football team is winning their
games, it makes the band try a lot
harder."

•

Pizza Slices 15¢
Central At University

NEW!
STA-PREST.

NUVO®
•

'"TARTAN
PLAIDS
Enjoy the long, lean Levi's
look in C1 rugged homespun
weave thaf never needs
ironing. Great selecfion
of groovy tartan plaids.
Remember, nobody makes
Sta-Presf buf Levi's.

$9

"
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Go Lobos

back six yards short of upsetting
fifth·ranked Sigma Chi when Jay
Wilson intercepted a pass in the
endzone on the last play of the
game. The Lambda Chi's (1-6) bid
for an upset boiled down to that
play - the last one of the game.
(Intramural games are played with
a 25 play limit per half instead of
the normal clock-controled
contest.)
The only score of the game
came on a pass from Sig
quarterback John Gilmore to
Mike Stout, a combination which
has clicked all year.
Sigma Chi sports a 5-2 slate.
SAE 12, AKL 0
Rich Gantner ran for one

I

available 1n
leather $65
corduroy $35
wool $25

•

sports
fortune

Epsilon shut out Alpha Kappa
Lambda, 12-0.
.
The SAE's saw the1r record soar
to 5-1 as Gantner spotted Mike
Walls on a pass that covered 45
yards. The AKL's stopped the
conver.sion attempt but it proved
meanmgless when Gantner
scampered 20 yards around end to
account for the final score.
. Alpha Kappa Lambda's record
dipped to 1-5.
Fijis 12, KA 0
Joe Corazzi intercepted two
passes against Kappa Alpha and
took one back all the way for a
score to lead Phi Gamma Delta to
its fourth win in six games.
Corazzi 's run back covered thirty
yards and was enough to win as
the Fiji's defense held the KA's
from scoring.
Quarterback Bob Biggers added
the other score for the
seventh-ranked Fiji's with a
five·yard plunge. The loss dropped
Kappa Alpha to seventh place.

women's
sports
By BARBARA MORGAN
Wom•n's Sporl$ Writ"

***

Phi Delta Theta and Alpha Tau
Omega took forfeit victories from
teams which have apparently
withdrawn from the league.
Kappa Sigma and Phi Sigma
Kappa have both forfeited their
last four games.

Softball and tennis led off the
1969 women's intramural season
which opened this week at UNM.
A softball tournament kicked
off the softball season with Delta
Gamma and Alpha Chi Omega
taking victories.
The Delta Gammas were out in
full force and eager•to win, but
had to settle for a forfeit from
Laguna. Chi Omega was awarded
the vacancy created by Laguna.

0 b 0
IMENS
SHOP
2120 Central SE

'

.

243-6954

SUBARU 360

I

II.

PIEr,n 1
Chimnyo (1·4) vs. Pueblo (3-2) .... 3:30
NROTC (3·0) vo. Lnw School (3·0) .4:30
P1ELD2
Alvarado (3·2). va. Navajo ll-4) •••• 3:30
Alphn Phi Omw;a (0-2) vs. Phnrmncy
College (l-1) .................... 4:30

FIELD4
Sanm Clnra (3-2) vs. Mescalero (1--ll 3:30
Student.o lor Democratic Football (0·2)
vs. N.E.S.E.P. (0·2) ............. 4 :30

!
l

\

l-'IELD G
Tewa (5-0) ,.,., Onate (3·2) ......... 3:30

I!
'

I. MStandings

'
)'

Frntcmity Lrop:uc

PI Kappa Alpha (1)

Tennis Slated
Girls who wish to participate in
tennis this fall will not have to
represent any organization. The
entries, which are already closed
will have 33 women entered in th~
low·level tournament and 11 in
the high-level division.
In first-round action in the
low-level tournament the winners
include: Pamela Davidson Becky
Alderman, Emily Richards and
Julie Hilficker.
'
The Intramural Tennis
Tournament will continue until
the end of October when a
championship game will
determine the 1969 tournament
winner.

Phi Delta Them (2)
Sigma Alpha Epoilon (3)
Sigma Chi ( 5)
Phi Gamma Delta (7)
Alpha. Tau Omega
Kappa Alpha
Kappa, Sigma
Alpha Kappa Lambda
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Sigma Kappa
Dormitory League

Won Lost
G
0
G 1
5
1
5
2
4

3
2
1
1

1
0
5
3
3
3
3

Tcwn (4)

Pueblo (0)
Onate
Alvarado
Snnm Clara
Chimayo
Navnjo
Mescalero

1
1

1

Jndevcnden~

"It could be a real close game," said Hudspeth on long
distance Wednesday night, "they moved the ball extremely
Borrego
well against Kansas ·last weekend. They have an excellent
John Borrego, assistant
running game while our
professor of architecture at UNM
defensive line has had success
will attend the American
in stopping other people's
Association of Housing Educators
conference Oct. 15-17 at the
running attacks."
University of California (Davis).
Last week, the Hudspeth's
Cougars limited an explosive
Arizona State team to a lone
The valedictorian of the U. of
touchdown for 57 minutes
Penn. Class of 1763 was only 12
despite losing, 23-7. The
years old.
weekend before, BYU held
Iowa State, who was later to
run up 48 points on Illinois,
to a single field goal. BYU
lost both games though.
"We have a tough defense
and a good offensive line,"
said Hudspeth, "but we don't
have any speed in our
backfield. That's one of the
Tommy Hudspeth
reasons we're 1-2 now
instead of 3-0." The Cougars
won their opener against Colorado State, 22-20.

PORTS~
Sports Editor ........................ Charles Wood
Assistant Editor ...................... , . . Paul Fleck
Writers ..... Bob Looney, Howie Peterson, Roger Ruvolo
~hotographer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chester Painter

Support

Lobo

2

Scarber Coming Into His Own
Hudspeth was asked if he felt his tough defensive line could
stop UNM's talented running backs Saturday night. "Gosh,"
laughed Hudspeth, "I don't know. That's a tough running
game. Why, I think (David) Bookert is one of the best football
players in the conference. And I think your big fullback
(WAC offensive player of the week Sam Scarber) has come
into his own. The whole team is having a big comeback down
there."
And it's with the Lobo running game that Hudspeth puts
his fears in most. "The most dangerous thing about New
Mexico that I've noticed," said Hudspeth, "is that they're the
type of club that if you don't watch out they'll control the
ball on you all the time. When they do that, it's hard for you
to ring up scores because you never have the ball."

1 Large Pizza • Large Piteher ol Beer ~

tcombined Priee $3.25 12·2 :~~r.~·!r~~yday l
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Students and Faculty
Remember Marvin's

"We Respect New Mexico"
"We have always and will always respect the University of
New Mexico football team," said Hudspeth who has beaten
the Lobos four straight times while outscoring us, 154-34.
"We always look forward to playing New Mexico because we
feel it will always be a good game. Their players are always
prepared and ready to play."
If Hudspeth expects his Cougars to improve on last year's
2-8 record and repeat last season's 35-6 trouncing of UNM,
he knows BYU will have to be ready to play Saturday night,
too.

MARVIN'S CAR WASH
1107 University Blvd. N.E.
Two Bays Automatic
Two Bays Hand Wand

FREE Car Wash

With Each Gas Fill Up
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Today's Schedule

Alpha Chi's Win
The Kappa Kappa Gammas
were outplayed by Alpha Chi
Omega, 16-11. A four-legged
barking phantom led an
enthusiastic cheering section that
inspired both sorority teams.
This afternoon, Chi Omega and
the Kappas clash at 4:30 in the
tournament's consolation bracket.
Delta Gamma will compete
against Alpha Chi Omega on
October 14.
Regardless of the very skillful
playing displayed by some of the
girls and the beginning status of
others, the game was enjoyed by
a 11. The. games were so
enthusiastic that there are bound
to be a few sore muscles this
week.

Cougar Facts • . •

Location: Provo, Utah (estimated)
population 50,000)
Enrollment: 23,000
Founded: October 16, 1875
Colors: Royal blue and white
By CHARLES WOOD
Nickname: Cougar~;
Stadium: B.Y.U. Stadium
Lobo ~ports Editor.
Football Coach: Tommy
Hudspeth
BYU's coach Tommy Hudspeth, who brought the BYU Coaches Record: 26-26-1
football program from rags to riches before moving to the Varsity Sports: Football, basketball, baseball, track, wre~;tling,
poorhouse again, expects a close game when the Lobos
golf, tennis, gymnastics, swiminvade his Utah stronghold Saturday night.
ming, and cross country.

Lambdas Scare Sigs
In

the
bush coat

.,

Thursday, October 9,1969

Thursday, October 9,1969
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STEREOSDNIC
EQUIPMENT
5003 MENAUL BLVD., N.E.
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2GB·4227

Full Line Dealer For
Stereo Sound Equipment
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The ultimate solution to your parking problems! Up to

66 MILES PER GALLON

COUNTRY BARN

A perfect second car for the family man and the ideal
commuting car for the college student.

$1297
p.o.e.

Our price, cheap. Hard to believe? Just look what you get!
4 speed transmission, torsion bar suspension, light and sturdy
mo~oco~ue body. Seats 1(our adults or seven hippies. Why pay
more?Dr1ve one of the ugly ones today. And laugh at your
local gas stations.

Fried Chicken Speci.&l
JiF~rArv

Wed. & Thur. 9 A.M. to 12 P.M.

2 .Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fl'ies & Toast

ONLY

59(

Eat in our large dining room or: take it home
. 2400 Central SE Across From ·Campus

'DOWNTOWN IMPORTS, INC.
524 FOURTH STREET, N.W.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 81101

We111 Have Your Order Ready-Call

242~7340

PANASONIC
SYMPOSIUM RS-796US
Solid-state dual capstan 4-track stereo tape
deck • Continuous automatic reverse • 4 tape
heads • 3-speed operation • Simple leyel o~era·
tion • iwo VU meters • 90 KC .recordmg bras •
4-position digital tape counter • Pause control
• Sound·on·sound • Sound·with·sound • Auto·
matic shut-off • Vertical or horizontal operation.

PANASONIC

Seeking Graduates all degrees
0 ENGINEERING

0 SCIENTIFIC
0 BUSINE:SS
Continental Oil Company
COAL I CHEMICALS I PLANT FOODS I

PET~OLEUM I NUCLEAR

'

------------

~~------------·--~·

I

.·Campus Briefs
Civil Engineers

for draft counselor and a student

position on UNM President Ferrel
Dr. Eugene Zwoyer, Director of ·Heady's Special Advisory
the Eric, H. Wang Civil Engineering Committee.
Applications fore both positions
Researcl1 Facility at UNM will be
a featured speaker at a Oct, 9-11 can be obtained from Mrs. Sue
meeting of the American Society Pickett, Associated Students
secretary, in the Activities Center
of Civil Engineers.
The meeting, a joint project of of the Union.
the New Mexico and Texas
Community College
sections, will be held in Lubbock,
Tex.
A course in Russian has been
Dr. Zwoyer, a National Director
of the American Society of Civil added in the Community College
Engineers, will discuss "The of UNM. The course, entitled
Responsibilities and Opportunities "Russian Reading," will be taught
for the Civil Engineers after on Tuesday evenings from 7 to 9
p.m.
Graduation."
The course has been designed to
enable students with no previous
study to acquire a reading
BAS Meeting
knowledge of Russian. The first
Robert Rehder, newly named semester emphasizes grammatical
dean of the School of Business structure, supplemented by
and Administrative Sciences, will e 1ementary scientific readings.
speak at a meeting of the UNM The second semester will
Business Administration Student complete the studies in basic
Association at 7 :30 p":m. Oct. 14 grammar and will use materials
from current Russian periodicals
in the Union Theater.
Rehder's topic fill be "A chosen by the students.
Strategic Plan for the School of
Business and Administrative
International
Sciences." The public is invited,
In reviewing changes already
The International Center has
made at UNM, the new dean said
he has seen more progress in two invited all interested foreign and
months at the school thari at any United States students to a
other academic institution he has cookout and planning session
Sunday afternoon.
ever been in.
The Center, at 1806 Las Lomas
NE, serves as a gathering point for
Draft Counselor
many of UNM's students enrolled
on a global basis. Completion of
Applications are now being the 1968-69 program is scheduled
accepted by student government Sunday.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, .20 word mini- WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
159, a!ternooltll preferably or mnil.
run five or more consecutive days with
C1assified Advertising,
no changes the rate is reduced to Gc
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLJN!l for itu!erting clasllified 4:00
p.m.-will go in next day 1s Lobo.
69 MlRAGE are now on sale for $5-rm
206, J oumalism Bldlg,
'
HELP 1 Two UNM students renting house
need roomers 1 $40 mo. 296-4056 298:
9342 after 5:30pm. 10/13
'
T~ERB~D taking contributions:
drnwmgs, lithography, paintings and
sculpture. Room 158, Journalism Bldg.
For large pieces leave name and num ...
ber, we will contact you.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted !or two
bedroom apartment nenr UNM. Call 265·
0754. 10/14
DO Y~>U dance 1 If not; Haley's Dance
Studto offen rates to university per·
sonnel and students. Instruction in cha.eha,. swing, disc.oteque, foxtrot, etc. 299·
7671. 10/14
JUSTlNE we love you from · Mapleland.
We love you Justina from Mavleland,
Jove you Justine we from Mapleland love
you. 10/9
NEW GRAD, STUDENT in town: wanted
-people 1nterested in contemporary
dram !!I films, poetry, art & literature to
form friday night beer and discussion
group; also wants to meet girl with
a.bo'Ve mentioned interest and one who
hkcs to dance; also i used to fence and
wou1d care to start again. ira davis tna.il
box In philosophy dept., ollie.; 104
hodgjn. 10/13
SCUBA DlVERS UNITE I Next meeting
of ALBUQUERQUE SCUBA DIVERS
on Friday, Oct. 10: 7 PM: Hospitality
Room of First National Bank BuildingEast. For details cnll: 842-8014. 10/14

2)

STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM $99.
Record changer. speaker system. am/fm
stereo tuner (18 watts), input jncl<s for
tape-earphones. Phone 265-4085 or come
by evenings to 913 A Glrnrd SE. 10/14

EMPLOYMENT

6)

MAIL CARRIERS: Applicants must be
nent, physically able and willing to walk
dmignated full and half routes and muat
furnish automobile. Contact Indepen•
dent Postal Systems of America, 242·
2886, 730 HainCII, NW for appointment.
Women and students welcomed. 10/10

THENAZISNEVER
BAR/INNEDFOR
THEOIRIY/11/ZENI
Mf:lRO·GCWNYN·MAW! rresmts
AKEN~~ fiDJUCTION

l

A wiener roast and
accompanying American-style
food will be served starting at 5
p.m., manager Tony Olmi said.
Language courses taught at the
center since it was organized
include
Greek, Swedish • Japanese '
.
Ch mese,
Spanish and French.
The center also has sponsored
discussions in politics, economics
religion, poetry, guerrilla warfare',
and law.
Olmi said the center's
long-range goal is to promote
understanding and friendship
among students of many
nationalities which will endure
"long after their college days are
over.''
Ullllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll\llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIJIIUI

Recruiting U
Recrul~ers

representing the following
companies or agencies will visit the Center
to interview candidates for positions:

Mariachi music, dances from
many areas and cultures of
Mexico, a Tehuana wedding
ceremony and national costumes
are features of Fiesta Mexicana
Wednesday (Oct, 15) in Popejoy
Hall.
The company of 30 dancers,
singers and musicians from
Mexico City will present its
colorful performance to open this
season's international theater
series at UNM.
The program includes three
dances from Chihuahua and
Monterrey, an area more
influenced by European folk
forms because of its closeness to
the U.S. and its European
heritage.
· But it also includes Mayan and
Aztec dances, as well as native
dances from areas such as Vera
Cruz and Jalisco.

lllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllltiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUlllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllll
Thursday, October 9
ISRAD; Union, Room 231C; 9 a.m.
Co)lege of Education; Union, Room
231D-E; 9 a.m.
Biologists and Conservationists; Union,
Room 231A-B; · 11: 30 a.m.
Student Hea1th Service; Union. Room
.~GOD; 12 noon.
AWS; Union, Room 250B; 3:30 p.m.
KUNM Radio Board; Union, Room 230;
3:30 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega: Union, Room 231A;
4:30p.m.
Spurs; Union, Room 231E; 6 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union, Room 230;
6:30 p.m. •
Student Health Service; Union, Room
139E; 6 :30 p.m.
Christia.n Science Organization: Union,
Room 263; 7 p.m.
Film Society: "N.U.'~ & -'Isn't Life Wonderfulu; Union theater; 'l p.m.
Popular Entertainment; Union. Room
231B; 7 p.m.
Gamma Sigma Sigma; Union, Room
231D; 7: 3Q p.m.

&!=.RENT-A-TV=~
$1,00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthlv Rnte

Buck's .TV Rentals
268-4589
Color Available

Ullllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Thursday, October 9
HUNT-WESSON FOODS, lNC.-Mark·
eting, Management (BBA)
VISTA-All majors
UNITED STATES ARMY RECRUIT-·
ING, OFFICERS TRAlNlNG PROGRAM
-All majors
BLUE BELL, INCORPORATED-En·
gineering, BBA. Acct., or nny interested
student
Fridll)", October 10
VIS'£A-All majors
HALLIBURTON SERVICE&-1\lE, EE,
ChE, CE
Monday, October 13
UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION
MlNING & METALS DIVISION-chlil'
ME, Geol. Engin., Geol. Metnllurgy, Metnl;
lu:rgien.l Engr.. Inorganic Chcm., Mining
Engr. (BS, MS)
UNI1'ED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY
-;Chern., ChE, CE, Acct. (BS) Gen. Bus,
w1th as many ns 12 hours of accounting
THE GENERAL TIRE AND RUBBER
COMPANY, CHEMICAL DIVISIONChE, ME, Ind. E (BS) Chern. (BS), Acct,
Ind. Mgt. (BBA)
SlNGER, FRIDEN DIVISION-EE, 1\lE
(BS, 1\lS), Industrial Engineering (BS)
Tuesday, October 14
CABOT CORPOHAT10N-chE, ME, CE
(BS), ChE (MS)
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERV·
ICES ADMIN., COAST & GEODETIC
SURVEY-cE, EE, ME, Meteorology,
Math, Physics, Oceanography related Phys.
ical Sciences (BS, MS J
LONG BEACH NAVAL SHlPYAP.DCE, ME EE (BS, MS)
UNIVAC, DIV. OF SPERRY RAND
CORP. FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIV.-EE
(BS, MS l Com. Sci.
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE &
TELEGRAPH CORP.-EE, ME, IE, Phys·
ics (BS, MS)
THE GENERAL TffiE & RUBBER COMPANY, CHEMICAL DIV.-chE, ME, Ind.
E. CBS) Chern. (BS), Acct., Ind. Mgt,
(BBA)
Wednesday, October 15
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION
-cC hE,( ME, EE, CE, Math., Physics,
hem., BS, MS)
FEDERAL PACIFIC ELECTRIC COM·
PANY-ME, EE
U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERALDBA in Acctg, for Auditor positions, Law,
Gen. BUB., Acctg. for Specinl Agents
Thul'Bday, October 16
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY, CON·
OCO-Bw. Admin, Stat., Math., Computer
Sci., & Engineering for Central Computer
Dept., ChE, Pet. Rd. Engin. for Process
Engineering DepL, Business Administration (BBA, MBA) !or Continental Pipe
Line
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL, AU·
TONETICS DIV.-EE, Physics, CBS, MS,
PhD), ME (MS, PhD) Applied Math
(MS), LOS ANGELES, SPACE &
ROCKETDYNE DIV.-ME, EE (BS,
MS) CE (BS)
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORA·
TION-Math, Phyaics, Chem., Acct., Gen.
Bua., Ind. Admin. ChE, CE, EE, ME
(BS, MS)

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving &: Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates
can 255-6364

BASSET HOUND Puppies: For friendship, but of show or breeding quality,
298-8H8 or 11601 Rosemont NE.
200 USED TV's, all sty]..,, Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 251)-5987. 10/23
MlNI-CORVETTE: Opel GT·1900 miles, 4
spd, dise brakes, 102 hp. Contact Steve
SilbaUgh. 296-6893, WiU consider older
car In trade. 10/9
1966 Sprite BRG, excellent cond., bmt offer, 1917 Gold, SE, Jeff, 242-0867. 10/13
ACOUSTIC GUITAR and case in excellent
condition with svare strlllllB• $90, Call
Bob, 277-U71. 10/13
MAY WE help you? Renting-<~elling
llsting. Residential propertiCII. Walter
Duke Realty, 4.704 Lomas NE. 268-8932,
10/28
!\lUST SELL new % size Simmons bed,
complete. Call 277·4027. 10/10
THREE FREE kittens for pets not for
noveltiCII; IC you have homes and lave
to give them care, call 242·8539. 10/10
1966 TRIUMPH SPITFffiE-good condl·
tlon: fair Interior, 30,000 miles, economical. Call 256-1177 eYeninllB• $900. 10/U

PARTIALlY
FILMED IN
NEW MEXICO
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No. 21

By SARAH LAIDLAW
The United Mexican-American Students (UMAS), and
the Student Organizing Committee (SOC) yesterday held
meetings to refute Administrative Vice President Sherman
Smith's statement that allegations in a recent SOC leaflet
concerning the Physical Plant were "fabricated."
The leaflet concerned Jose Herrera, a Physical Plant
worker who was injured while working for UNM. SOC and
UMAS say Herrera has received no benefits since his injury.
Smith said Herrera does not qualify for any benefits under
the current UNM policy, because he has not filed a benefit
Members of the United Mexican-American Students (UMAS.) yesterday sold Mexican food on tile mall. Money raised by the food sale claim form.
Food Sale
will be donated to Jose Herrera, a former Physical Plant employee.
UMAS-SOC Statement
A joint UMAS-SOC statement, issued last light, says,
"Mr. Herrera has reaffirmed his statement, and Shernmn
Smith's remarks can only be called slanderous and administrative lies."
The statement also said Herrera challenges Smith to a
Many Colleges Announce Suspension of Classes
public hearing on Monday, Oct. 13, at 1 p.m. in the Union
a "Moratorium network" which
mond
A.
Gallagher,
'of
Redfield,
'
(UPI)-Pians for a nationwide
will broadcast coverage of the Ballroom.
The SOC leaflet which Smith termed "fabricated," said
demonstration against the Viet- S.D., however, called on "the na- demonstrations.
nam war gathered momentum tion's great silent majority" to
The speaker most in demand Herrera was required to do heavy work even afte1· his inThursday amid calls for total fly flags Wednesday in answer to appeared to be Sen. Eugene Me·
jury, and his request for transfer to a lighter job was dethe demonstration.
withdrawal of U.S. troops.
earthy, who is scheduled to ap·
He
said
it
would
only
prolong
ned.
Smith said Herera was not required to do heavy work
While Defense Secretary Melpear in Newark, N.J.
the
war
and
cost
more
American
vin Laird defended the Nixon
Dissent Permissable
following the injury.
administration policy in Wash- lives.
Laird
told a news conference
Building Transfer
Suspend
Classes
ington, peace groups from coast
in Washington that dissent
Many
college
administrations
A
memo
from
H.
S. Adler to Lawrence Yehle, director
to coast scrambled to line up
against the war was permissible,
announced
plans
to
either
suspend
speakers for rallies next W ednesclasses or excuse students who but he added the protesters should of non-academic personnel, said Herrera was transferred to
"be well-informed about what that the Student Health Service building "because of the fact
day1 Moratorium Day.
Comedian Woodie Allen an· want to participate in the demon- policy is.''
and rallies. Even New
nounced he wuld not appear in strations
''The maximum effort is being that this building had an elevator."
York's
elementary
and secondary
UMAS and SAC said Herrera had a heavier work load, in
his Broadway show Wednesday,
made
now to Vietnamize the war
and suggested all other theater schools have announced plans for -to turn over as rapidly as pos- the Health Service building, and he had to wax and buff
the day. Classes will be held, but
people follow his example.
teachers were encouraged to dis· sible combat responsibilities to the three stories of floors. UMAS and SOC said the elevator
"Silence Not Approach"
forces of South Viet Nam," he
only served Herrera in getting between the three floors.
"'It's a responsibility of every cuss the war and students will not said.
citizen not to let the Nixon ad· be penalized if they elect to attend
Twenty congressmen, meanAdler's memo also said the New Mexico Rehabilitation
ministration make us think that rallies.
New York University's college while, introduced a resolution call- Center is currently trying to arrange temporary welfare
silence is the approach to end the
ing for total withdrawal of U.S.
radio station was drawing up
troops, a move recommended in help until Herrera can return to his job. UMAS and SOC
war.'' Allen said.
The national commander of the plans for a coast to coast hook up
a formal action earlier in the said the only thing the reahilitation center has done was to
Veterans of Foreign Wars, Ray- with at least 50 other schools in week by Harvard's arts and sci·
pay a $67 doctor's fee for Herrera.
ence faculty.
"No Benefits"
Join Bandwagon
The memo said Herrera is being carried on personal leave
Yale University President Kingman Brewster and the New on absence from the Physical Plant, and "all benefits availHaven, Conn., mayor also joined
the bandwagon Thursday, calling able to him under that status are still in effect." SOC and
for an immediate cease fire and UMAS said Herrera stated that he has received no benefits.
withdrawal of all U.S. troops by
Smith said Herrera has now exhausted his sick leave beneApril 1, 1971.
Laird's son revealed Thursday fits.
A National Educational Television (NET) special featurSOC said last night Herrera has been living off the gen.~rhe
will march with other students
ing live coverage of nationwide Vietnam Moratorium Day next
Wednesday in the scheduled osity of relatives. UMAS has been selling Mexican food on
activities will be broadcast on KNME-TV, Channel 5, be- nationwide demonstration against
the mall in an attempt to raise funds on Herrera's behalf.
the Vietnam war.
ginning at 9 p.m. on Oct. 15.
Included in the special will be live coverage of a torchlight parade in Washington; films of demonstrations around
the country; Senator Eugene McCarthy's speech at Rutgers
University, New Brunswick Campus; interviews with the
two men who organized Moratorium Day, Sam Brown and.
David Hawk; and results of efforts of a peace group to get
the Omaha City Council to pass a "get out of Vietnam" resolution.
"The program will try to analyze the events of the day and
their possible impact," Tony Tiano, program director of
KNME, said. The program will originate from Washington,
D.C.
Constitution
KNME will also begin an eight-week series on the proposed new state constitution on Oct. 14 from 8 to 9 p.m. The
first program in the series is called 11The New Constitution:
An Overview."
Constitutional Convention President Bruce King, Dr. Dorothy Cline and Dr. Herbert Hughes, both officials in the convention and university professors, will be featured on the
first show.
Starting at 8:30 telephone calls will be accepted during the
program and anyone having questions is invited to call. The
station will accept collect calls from out-of-town viewers who
'
have questions for panel members.
Later in the series convention delegates and officials, state
The Omega Psi Pili fraternity "little sisters" are shown above
officials, and experts in several fields will appear on the show
playing a game of jacks in connection with their "hell week." In the
Little Sisters
center is Gary Gordon, "little sisters" pledge father,
to answer questions and explain po~tions of the proposed
document.

Anti-War Plans Gather Force
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INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING

ltCIUI

1

F.

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
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'Fabrication' Claim

RideR

6. Employment
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2. Lost & Found
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RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum {that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
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1:l5 3:45 5:50 7:55 10:00
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Joint Statement
Refutes Smith's

Open 1~00
feoturc at

~estr>~tcd
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Vol. 73
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University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

FORSALE
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LOST&FOUND

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

NEW
EX ICO

Calling U

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CI.ASSIFIED ADVERTISING

WALLET. Student ID 680.18-6284. $25
reward-No questions asked. Call 2991637.
PURSE LOST. Keep moneY· No ques•
tioltll. ID# 586-48-1378. M2-8865 or
242-8870. 10/10
LOST! Wedding rings. Pl"'"'e return. Reward. No questiolUI. 201 Wyoming Blvd.
SE #94 or Lobo Office. 10/14
LOST: Black & white kitten: 8 weeks old•
long hair; in Harvard-Silver ares: c:aJi
242-1667 or 277·4202 after 6 pm.
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Fiesta Mexicana

----

I

Thursday, October 9, 1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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